Abstract: For an atom in a driven cavity we find states that are highly entangled, and that spontaneous emission can transiently increase entanglement. We 
In a recent, beautiful experiment, Auffeves and coworkers [1] have verfied the prediction [2] that, for a two-level atom interacting with a single mode of the electromagnetic field, in a coherent state with a moderately large number of photons, the natural evolution of the system leads to a superposition state in which two (2) which corresponds to two "branches" with a random relative phase P'. Consider now what happens when one has a relatively small spontaneous emission rate, and a spontaneous emission event occurs.
Starting from a state like (2), the atom collapses to the ground state g), so after renormalization one has T t g) rsse-i5) + ,e~' g) rVse-"X =I ( T°(rs,-ofss ) -T°(r.ss-0Xss)) + 2Ie (|'+ T(rXssgoss) -|T-(rssg ss^))
For either branch, we find, for small gt / 2rss, that the "entropy of entanglement" E =-Tr(pA ln PA) is
given by E = f;(u)-f2(u) sin(2gr, t) g--8 (4) iss 8 In2 I,Jr) where u = exp(-g2t2 /2) and f, (u) and f2(u) are functions associated with the overlapping field coherent states. Figure 1 shows a plot of the entropy of entanglement E, as a function of time, for the "upper" branch, based on the expression (3) for the system's state. The Rabi oscillations cause the entanglement to peak some time before the "collapse"-due to the separation in phase space of the field states-is complete. The same figure shows also the result of a single quantum trajectory simulation (dashed line), and the result of integrating the density matrix equations of motion (dotted line), all for the same parameters and initial conditions. The agreement between the solid and dotted lines indicates that the approximation (3) is indeed quite good. The dashed line, on the other hand, suggests that the disruption to the relative phase of the terms in T) caused by cavity losses may sometimes reduce the entanglement obtained along an individual quantum trajectory. The above analysis shows that, rather surprisingly, spontaneous emission may actually help generate substantial atom-field entanglement in this system, by periodically resetting the wavefunction to a state such as (3) , which can later evolve into something close to a (nearly-) maximally entangled state.
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This expectation is borne out by further quantum trajectory calculations, including spontaneous emission, such as the one shown in Fig. 2 . Note the pattern: after each spontaneous emission event, the atom-field entanglement naturally goes down to zero, but then it quickly rises to, sometimes, a very high value.
Although the above analysis assumes a "conditionally pure state" for the atom-field system, we have been able to show that the transient increase in entanglement also takes place if the random phase in (2) is averaged over and the system is described by a mixed state.
In both the pure and mixed-state cases, the separation of the field along each branch into a coherent superposition of nearly orthogonal states is essential to the generation of entanglement. This separation can be tracked by using the intensity-field correlation function [5] h0 F Experimentally, hoF gives the evolution of the transmitted field conditioned on the detection of a fluorescent photon (i.e., a spontaneous emission event) at the time r = 0.0. The result is plotted in Fig.  3 (solid line), where the similarity to the pure-state entanglement curve (Fig. (1) ) is readily apparent.. 
